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---------------------- - Large
selection of customizable gamma
settings. - Ability to force monitor
to sleep mode. - Ability to quickly
adjust gamma. - Checkbox for re-
reading default gamma settings. -
Real-time values display. - Change
gamma without quiting games. - Small
and simple interface. - No moving
icons. - Low CPU/RAM usage. -
Current gamma is saved. - Useful,
easy to use. - Quick and easy to
access. - User support included. -
It can be added to Startup. - Change
gamma without quiting games. - Low
CPU/RAM usage. - Useful, easy to
use. - Quick and easy to access. -
User support included. - It can be
added to Startup. - Change gamma
without quiting games. - Low CPU/RAM
usage. - Useful, easy to use. -
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Quick and easy to access. - User
support included. - It can be added
to Startup. - Change gamma without
quiting games. - Real-time values
display. - RAM usage. - Large
selection of customizable gamma
settings. - Minor visual errors. -
Ability to force monitor to sleep
mode. - Ability to quickly adjust
gamma. - Checkbox for re-reading
default gamma settings. - Nice
graphic settings window. - Fading
gamma screen transitions. - Forced
monitor sleep mode. - Real-time
values display. - RAM usage. - High
quality graphic settings window. -
Forced monitor sleep mode. - Real-
time values display. - Low CPU/RAM
usage. - High quality graphic
settings window. - Forced monitor
sleep mode. - Real-time values
display. - High quality graphic
settings window. - Accurate gamma
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settings. - Ability to quickly
adjust gamma. - No moving icons. -
Notifications about crashing and
disappearing. - Customizable skin
colors. - Notifications about
crashing and disappearing. - Reset
gamma settings on the desktop. -
Easily change to different gamma
presets. - Log gamma values. - Real-
time values display. - Easy to use.
- Monitor may crash. - Monitor may
disappear. - Customizable skin
colors. - Opens a window in which
the values of your GAMMA settings
will be displayed. - Reset gamma
settings on the desktop. - Reset

Gamma Control 

1. Activate and configure the best
gamma mode of your monitor for
playing games. 2. Reduce the image
to make it crisp and reduce the
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image to its original size. 3. Force
your monitor to sleep mode. 4.
Toggle fullscreen. 5. Set the
brightness level to the minimum. 6.
Set gamma to 1.00 (default). 7. Set
gamma to 0.80. 8. Set gamma to 1.10.
9. Set gamma to 1.50. 10. Set gamma
to 2.00. 11. Set gamma to 2.50. 12.
Set gamma to 3.00. 13. Set gamma to
3.50. 14. Set gamma to 4.00. 15. Set
gamma to 4.50. 16. Set gamma to
5.00. 17. Set gamma to 5.50. 18. Set
gamma to 6.00. 19. Set gamma to
6.50. 20. Set gamma to 7.00. 21. Set
gamma to 7.50. 22. Set gamma to
8.00. 23. Set gamma to 8.50. 24. Set
gamma to 9.00. 25. Set gamma to
9.50. 26. Set gamma to 10.00. 27.
Set gamma to 10.50. 28. Set gamma to
11.00. 29. Set gamma to 11.50. 30.
Set gamma to 12.00. 31. Set gamma to
12.50. 32. Set gamma to 13.00. 33.
Set gamma to 13.50. 34. Set gamma to
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14.00. 35. Set gamma to 14.50. 36.
Set gamma to 15.00. 37. Set gamma to
15.50. 38. Set gamma to 16.00. 39.
Set gamma to 16.50. 40. Set gamma to
17.00. 41. Set gamma to 17.50. 42.
Set gamma to 18.00. 43. Set gamma to
18.50. 44. Set gamma to 19.00. 45.
Set gamma to 19.50. 46. Set gamma to
20.00. 47. Set gamma to 20.50. 48.
Set gamma to 21.00. 49. Set gamma to
21.50. 50. Set gamma to 22
09e8f5149f
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Read more about Gamma Control...
Price: $4.99, Free for Pro version
Publisher: "Gamma Control" License:
Freeware File Size: 1.81 MB Date
Added: October 6, 2012 Gamma Control
Rating: May 19, 2012 By: UncleFred
from: The application is very small
and easy to use. It is free. Price:
$4.99 Publisher: "Gamma Control"
License: Freeware File Size: 1.81 MB
Date Added: October 6, 2012 Gamma
Control Rating: May 19, 2012 By:
UncleFred from: This is a small,
simple program that is easy to use.
Price: $4.99 Publisher: "Gamma
Control" License: Freeware File
Size: 1.81 MB Date Added: October 6,
2012 Gamma Control Rating: May 19,
2012 By: UncleFred from: Very easy
to use and simple to understand
Price: $4.99 Publisher: "Gamma
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Control" License: Freeware File
Size: 1.81 MB Date Added: October 6,
2012 Gamma Control Rating: May 19,
2012 By: UncleFred from: Very easy
to use and simple to understand
Price: $4.99 Publisher: "Gamma
Control" License: Freeware File
Size: 1.81 MB Date Added: October 6,
2012 Gamma Control Rating: May 19,
2012 By: UncleFred from: Very easy
to use and simple to understand
Price: $4.99 Publisher: "Gamma
Control" License: Freeware File
Size: 1.81 MB Date Added: October 6,
2012 Gamma Control Rating: May 19,
2012 By: UncleFred from: Very easy
to use and simple to understand
Price: $4.99 Publisher: "Gamma
Control" License: Freeware File
Size: 1.81 MB

What's New in the?
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Gamma Control is a very simple
utility that handles gamma settings
for the Windows display
automatically. When you launch it,
you just press CTRL + ALT + a hotkey
to toggle the gamma on/off, save
changes and run in active mode.
After that is done, you can press
CTRL + ALT + a hotkey to switch
between gamma profiles and
save/restore settings. Having that
many features is good, but the
interface needs much work, it's
quite annoying, the font is heavy
and it needs tons of blank space in
order to have a reasonable
appearance. When you close the
application, all the settings are
still saved for the next time you
open it. It comes with a basic
instruction guide and the manual is
about 60 pages long. Most of it is
optional, not all of the features
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are explained and maybe many of them
are outdated, but some of them are
worth reading. Gamma Control
Features: Profile Switching: To
switch between profiles you need to
press CTRL + ALT + a hotkey,
entering the profile number itself.
When you close the application, the
previous gamma settings are saved
and can be automatically restored
using the same hotkey. Gamma Control
Manual: The gamma tool that doesn't
come with Gamma Control is actually
the original one that comes
installed on Windows. I don't know
how the original version works, but
Gamma Control is the most advanced
and up-to-date one, so it works very
well. The first thing you should do
is to press CTRL + ALT + a hotkey to
display the built-in manual. This is
not a manual that you can only open
when the application is open, it's
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actually a pdf file that you can
open anywhere and read using any PDF
reader. This kind of manual is very
useful for those users who want to
read some specs about the gamma
tool, there are many useful options
to disable or enable gamma toggles,
to set them to default, to save
gamma adjustments and to use them as
screen saver or to force the screen
into sleep mode. Gamma Control
Updates: Gamma Control updates are
few and far between, but they always
provide several useful bug fixes and
new features. For example, Gamma
Control 2.1.3 is mainly a security
and bug fixes release, but it
includes new gamma profiles that you
could use to improve brightness in a
real dark room. Gamma Control 2.1.4
brought with it the possibility to
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